We are learning about... Drawing Time!

spots on spiders

Circle words that begin with sp:

\[\text{sp}\]

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

\[\text{sp}\]

Add in the \text{sp} blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

\[\text{\_\_ike}\]  \[\text{\_\_ade}\]  \[\text{\_\_oon}\]  \[\text{\_\_y}\]
Circle words that begin with **sp**

- Star
- Nest
- Speaker
- Skeleton
- Rocket
- Man

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- **sp** __in__
- **sp** __an__
- **sp** __it__
- **sp** __ud__
- **sp** __ade__
- **sp** __oon__

Add in the **sp** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- **spike**
- **spade**
- **spoon**
- **spy**